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Editorial  –   This issue’s a  month late.  It  was running
thin, but thankfully, people pitched in and made sure we
had plenty of content to fill it in the end.

However, although I have a couple of pieces for
the next issue, it is still likely to run short, so if you are
inspired  to  write  something  –  whether  it’s  a  letter  of
comment, a short review, or a full-blown article – please
do send those in when we reopen to submissions at the
beginning of September (the issue is slated for later in the
month). If you’re submitting by post, I won’t complain if
your submission arrives in late August!

Best,
DJ Tyrer,

   Editor

The Atlantean Publishing Blog  (including PDFs,
prices and guidelines) is at :

http  s  ://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com  

Visit the wiki at
https://atlanteanpublishing.  fandom  .com  

Editorial Address
4 Pierrot Steps
71 Kursaal Way
Southend-on-Sea

Essex, SS1 2UY, UK

Email :  atlanteanpublishing@hotmail.com

Copies of The Supplement are available for a SAE
in the UK and £2/€4 in Europe and £2.50/$5 RoW.

Available as a PDF for free from the blog.

Please note that we take no liability for cash sent
through the post. Sterling cheques and postal orders

must be payable to DJ Tyrer.

PayPal :  You can now pay through
https://www.paypal.me/DJTyrer

Tigershark ezine
issue 26

The Truth & Lies issue is out now.

To  download  the  current  issue  or  all
previous issues for free, visit the website
https://tigersharkpublishing.wordpress.com/

home/issues-of-tigershark-ezine/

DJ Tyrer’s One Vision remains available!

………………………………………...

The Pen
Poetry Explosion Newsletter

An international promulgation of the
written word.

Guidelines:
thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com
Email: wewuvpoetry@hotmail.com

Arthur C. Ford, P.O. Box 4725,
Pittsburgh, PA.15206, USA.

Poetry  (<40 lines) and prose (<300
words)  sought  for  future  issues.
Submit  five  pieces  (any  sort  or
theme) in the body of the email and
include your postal address.

Subscribe (one year) for $25
(USA/Canada) or $35 (RoW) via

PayPal to
givemequality@yahoo.com

Available Now
From Atlantean Publishing

Monomyth 19.1, 19.2, 19.3

All three 2019 issues of Monomyth are still
available - £3 each or £6 for all three, thanks
to the three-for-two offer.
….....………………………………………..

View From Atlantis
now has fifteen issues of genre poetry

online with a sixteenth due shortly
https://viewfromatlantis.wordpress.com/

………………………………………………

Artwork

Denny Marshall’s award-winning artwork is
now  available  from  Zazzle  on  posters  and
coffee cups, with more images coming…

https://www.zazzle.com/collections/
the_art_of_denny_e_marshall-

119482509555408634

www.dennymarshall.com

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Remember

Atlantean Publishing is closed to
submissions during July and August

(excluding letters of comment).
See View For Atlantis for dates of its

open calls.

Cosmic Horror Monthly
Issue One!

First,  an  old  man’s  forgotten  treasures
combine  with  genetic  replication
technology  for  a  nightmare  you  won’t
soon forget in  Sequence. Then, an entity
beyond the  scope of  time must  reassert
dominance over a much younger form of
life  in  The  Secret  Tell.  We  learn  the
consequences of desiring that  which has
been forbidden and the sound of a voice
from  beyond  the  grave  in  Beyond  the
Green  Garden  and  Bells respectively.
Nearing  the  end,  we  learn  of  a
malevolence  dark  enough  to  keep  any
parent  up  at  night  in  Tonight,  Nobody
Sleeps before paying homage to those that
brought  us  here  with  an  old  tale  called
The Voice in the Night. 

https://www.cosmic-horror.net/subscribe/

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Available Now
From Atlantean Publishing

Carcass Literature

A  further  selection  of  decadent  verse,
featuring poetry from Cardinal  Cox, DS
Davidson,  Josh  Maybrook,  Frederick  J.
Mayer, and DJ Tyrer.  Just £1.50 (UK) –
3-for-2 offer applies

https://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com/
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Review by Neal Wilgus

The Ambassador Takes
One For The Team

By David C. Kopaska-Merkel
Pb, 55 pages, 2019, suggested price $13
Diminuendo Press, 1403 Iron Springs

Road, No. 36, Prescott, AZ 86305, USA

Let’s begin with that Ambassador. He’s a
representative from our solar system to
an  unnamed civilisation  that  refuses  to
recognise Earth. Instead, the aliens trash
our offices and perform sacrifice on the
narrator’s  desk.  He  declines  the
invitation to join in and, later, learns the
grisly fate  of  the  team leader.  Only  to
discover a globy, some distended nodes,
and  something  that  protrudes  from the
stinking muck.

And,  that  comes  on  page  30,
following  24  earlier  poems  of
exploration  and  imagination,  with  18
more to come. Thus, we learn about  A
Cold and Empty Place, where footprints
never  lie,  The  President  Was  a  Space
Alien, in which we can be as civilised as
we  want,  and  The  Werewolf  Books  A
Trip to Mars – two days before the moon
is full. You may or may not be amused
At  the  Duck  Convention or  become  a
victim  of  The  Mind  Eater,  but  you’ll
surely  be  impressed  by  the  four-part
Tequila Planet, the longest in the book.

This  excellent  collection  by
David  C.  Kopaska-Merkel  includes
poems  from a  number  of  publications,
including  Asimov’s,  The  Magazine  of
Speculative  Poetry,  Not  One  of  Us,
Star*Line, and many more. It includes a
brief introduction by F.J. Bergmann and
black-and-white internal illustrations and
mind-boggling  front-and-back  colour
covers by Allen Koszowski.

You  can’t  beat  that  in  this
universe, I’ll bet! Highly recommended.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Available Now

The Collected Plays of
Gary Beck
Volume I

345pp,  ISBN: 9390202124,
Cyberwit Publishing

Three  of  the  plays  were  produced  for
traditional  theatre-going audiences.  The
Visit  had  several  staged  readings,  as
well  as  a  six  week  run  at  an  Off-
Broadway theatre,  T’Gether also toured
isolated communities with performances
for culturally deprived and disadvantaged
audiences.
……………………………………………….

Send us your letters of comment!

Review by Christine Despardes

Overturning
Dr. Faustus,

Rereading Thomas Mann's
Novel in Light of
Observations of a
Non-Political Man

By Frances Lee, PhD
Camden House (Boydell & Brewer Inc. and
Boydell & Brewer Ltd., Rochester, NY and

Suffolk, UK), 2007

Although Dr. Lee translates the German title
of Thomas Mann's collection of essays  Die
Betrachtungen  eines  Unpolitischen to
Observations of a Non-Political Man,  I use
the  Reflections  of  an  Unpolitical  Man
translation, the latter being that  of the only
English  translation  of  Betrachtungen that  I
know of.

Although  Doctor Faustus has been
on  my  bookshelves  ever  so  long  and  I've
read lengthy snippets to the extent that  my
copy in German is so worn and torn as to be
useless, I honestly have not read it cover to
cover.  But  then, how many who have read
cover to cover get it?  Few, if any, as you will
see.

In congruence with the parts of the
novel I did read, I'm reviewing the following
sectors  of  Dr.  Lee's  book:  Introduction,
Background  (1.  Die  Betrachtungen  eines
Unpolitischen,  2.  The  Reception  of  Die
Betrachtungen  eines  Unpolitischen,  3.  The
Significance  of  Die  Betrachtungen  eines
Unpolitischen for  Doktor  Faustus)  and
Conclusion,  Doktor  Faustus:  A  New
Perspective.

***
In the opening paragraph of Introduction, Dr.
Lee explains that in its  numerous critiques,
Doctor  Faustus has  been  interpreted  by
'accepted assumptions… that do not lead to
an intelligible  interpretation of  the text'  (p.
1).  Such  critiques  also  do  not  take  into
consideration the events happening to Mann
during  the  story's  time  frame,  she  writes.
These two shortcomings lead to critiques that
are  'elaborate  analyses'  whose
misinterpretation of the novel is of wondrous
proportions.  On  grasping  this,  I  flashback
directly  to  grade  school  and  the  amusing
superfluous  complexity  of  Ptolemaic
(geocentric) diagrams of planetary motion, in
comparison  to  the  simple  elegance  of  the
heliocentric,  Galilean  image  of  the  solar
system.

In Introduction, Dr. Lee analyses a
plenitude  of  significant  books  and  articles
alongside facts (or lack of them) in the novel
to  show  misinterpretations  that  commonly
appear in critiques.

For  example:  that  the  protagonist
Adrian Leverkühn forms a contract with the
devil to contract syphilis in exchange for the

liberation of his musical genius. There is
no such text in the novel and no explicit
utterance  of  'syphilis'.  I  searched  and
found  only  a  few  glaringly  weak
insinuations  on  the  part  of  the  narrator.
On  page  276,  in  Conclusion,  Dr.  Lee
writes,  'The  traditional  interpretation  of
the novel, that Adrian sells his soul to the
Devil  of  chapter  25  thereby  contracting
syphilis in return for inspiration does not
appear anywhere in the text of the novel'.

As  for  the  narrator,  he  –  Dr.
Serenus Zeitblom – is not who he appears
to  be.  He  is  in  fact  the  villain,  which
overturns  another  widespread
misinterpretation. Dr. Lee writes about it
at  length.  For  all  his  lies  and  sly
insinuations,  Zeitblom  is  an  immensely
important personification in the context of
interwar German history. He doesn't even
like  Adrian  Leverkühn,  despite  the
charming words he uses to describe him
with.  It's  Adrian  who  is  the  actual
protagonist and the subject of Zeitblom's
'biography' of him that he claims the text
of the novel to be. The reader must work
to unbury Adrian from the deceitful  lies
and calumny Zeitblom heaps upon him.

Hence,  two  immense
assumptions are uprooted.

***
If  misinterpretations  adumbrate  a  story
the novel does not tell, what story does it
tell?

People  wonder  how  the  fall  of
Germany to Nazism (and what followed
in such events as the Holocaust and the
Siege  of  Warsaw)  could  possibly  have
come about.  Thomas Mann lived it  and
shows how it happened in  Reflections of
an Unpolitical Man and  Doctor Faustus.
The former is linked to the latter and both
cover  the  rise  of  fascism  in  Germany.
Mann  reveals  fascism  becoming  the
political topic of choice, the fashion, the
rotational  axis  of  controversy  and
precursor  to  Hitler's  Nazi  government  –
and how fascist  intolerance and ensuing
street violence led to the total breakdown
of order.

Dr. Lee explains that 'Fascism, in
its  origins  and  its  goals,  is  a  utopian
political philosophy', not an applied one;
it  was applied, and transformed into the
Nazi government (p.10).  She points us to
Chapter 34 of Doctor Faustus for Mann's
definition  of  it  as  opposition  to
individualism.

Reflections is  a  collection  of
informal  essays,  an  outcry  against  the
rising tide of fascism prior to publication
in 1918. It's an outcry against what was
yet  to  come,  too:  further  intolerance;
annihilation  of  individualism,  free
thought,  doubt  and  freedom  of
expression.    Mainly  the  second  part  of

Continued on page 4



Letters to the editor

Dear DJ,
I  hope  everyone  had  a  great

festive  season.  The  two  main  stories  in
Monomyth 69,  The  White  Ocean  by
Christopher  Hivner  and Douglas Kolaki's
The Snow Globe People are mind blowing.
I really enjoyed them. Bard 188 has some
great  poetry,  I  especially  like  Aeronwy
Dafies'  Winter  Stars.  Your  new  Xothic
Sathlattae,  and  Yellow  Leaves are  also
very impressive.

Great writing and publishing.
Yours,

Dave Austin.

PS. I love both the stories in the new pdf,
Cosmic Joke.

Dear DJ,
Thank  you  so  much  for  the

several  Paul  Murphy  reviews  in  The
Supplement 93,  he  writes  a  masterful
essay. I'm always moved and educated by
the scope and  profundity  of  his  reviews.
Aftermath, Art in the Wake of World War
One At the Tate Britain On the 29th July,
2018 and  Dora Maar at the Tate Modern
on the 26th January 2020 were unfamiliar
topics  for  me  until  I  read  the  reviews,
which illuminate them so comprehensively
that now the topics are permanent subjects
in my arts  lexicon.  I  spent little  time on
William Blake at the Tate  Britain on the
27th of January 2020 because I'm familiar
with Blake (who usually requires of me a
lot of research and reflection) and wanted
to  delve  immediately  into  Troy  at  the
British  Museum  on  the  29th  of  January
2020.

The Troy review contains a very
accessible  explanation  of  The Iliad.  New
stuff  for  me;  it  was  The Odyssey that  I
read in  grade school.  Troy also takes  the
additional step of summarizing Aeschylus'
dramatic-liturgical  trilogy  The  Oresteia
and shows its link to The Iliad. It's always
a joy to read and learn more about ancient
Greek  theatre,  especially  The  Oresteia,
because  of  that  trilogy's  cosmic-historic-
political scope and it's supreme importance
in the origin and development of drama. 

What we call 'drama' started out
as  a  religious  performance  danced  and
recited  by  masked  dancers  called  the
chorus  (as  in  the  word  choreography).
Thespis  the  earlier  of  the  three  greatest
ancient  Greek  playwrights,  placed  one
additional  actor  (in  ancient  Greek,
'hypokrites') on stage that did not dance or
sing like the chorus did. Aeschylus added a
second  actor.  Later,  Sophocles  gives  us
three simultaneous actors on stage. 

In  his  Reader's  Supplement  to
Oedipus  the  King,  translator  Bernard
M.W.  Knox  explains  that  in  the  fifth
century  (Sophoclean)  theatre  was  still  a
religious  event.  Of  the  fifth  and  final
choral ode in Oedipus the King, he writes
of  “words  which  for  solemn  beauty  and

terrifying grandeur have no equal in European
literature.” A very exciting evaluation, indeed. I
wonder how performance of that fifth ode fares
today  in  a  20th-21st  century  context.  Maybe
YouTube can help me answer that question.

By  the  way,  Reformation  of  Saint
Hippopotamus and  Transfiguration  of  Saint
Rhinoceros are  two  short  (13-  and  12-line,
respectively) verse by Mr. Murphy that appear
in the simultaneous Awen 107, thank you very
much. They are not easy and I shall read them
innumerable  times  for  meaning.  I  love  their
density,  humour  and  iridescence.  In  them we
meet gods like Sleep, Panic and Chaos – who is
a  goat  –  alongside  Saints  Rhino  and  Hippo,
who all  together  evoke  ancient  Greece  when
mythology changes to Christianity. I'm reading
Czeslaw  Milosz'  Legends  of  Modernity,
wherein  Jaroslaw  Anders'  comments  Saint
Thomas  of  Aquinas  'packaged'  those  two
incompatible  world  views  in  an  assimilable
way. Also, I  look forward to possibly finding
clues in those two verses about Greece's recent
experiences in the EU.

Happy reading,
Christine Despardes

Sophocles, Oedipus the King, tr. Bernard M.W.
Knox (New York: Washington Square Press – a
division of Simon & Schuster, 1959).

Jaroslaw  Anders,  'Introduction'  in  Czeslaw
Milosz,  Legends  of  Modernity:  Essays  and
Letters  from  Occupied  Poland  1942-1943,  tr.
Madeline G. Levine (New York: Farrar, Strauss
and Giroux, 2005), p. ix.

Dear DJ,
Just a note to send along the enclosed

book review (opposite – Ed). Soon after I wrote
it,  the  bottom  fell  out  of  everything  due,  of
course, to that damn virus. Several places that
might have used the review stopped publishing,
including my old standby, Pablo Lennis…

It may be you’re in the same situation
– I haven’t heard from you or seen your work,
of late. I did see and enjoy your poem in the
latest Star*Line – great stuff, keep it up…

Hope  you’re  surviving  the  virus
disaster  and  will  have  something  new  out
soon…

Peace,
Neal Wilgus

The  Editor  Replies  – Thanks  for  the  kind
words! The press is still going, but at reduced
capacity  and  getting  issues  and  replies  out
overseas via post hasn’t been so easy. But,  at
least one release has reached you…

Dear DJ,
I  think  we’ve  been  passing  in  the

mail…
Thank  you  for  the  recent  mailing.

SuperTrump was too close to the truth to be
funny – I had to choke down several chuckles,
though…

Peace,
Neal Wilgus

Dear DJ,
It’s always the same. Just when you

want  to  buy  a  baboon  costume,  you  can’t
leave  the  house  to  get  one.  Now,  I  don’t
know what to wear for my physical jerks in
the garden. Be that as it may, T’Supplement
93 got here safely, thanks to the orange-clad
rider  of  the  Royal  Mail  Express  (Fifth
Horseman  of  the  Apocalypse).  I  am  self-
isolating due to my asthma, with help from
the  generous-hearted  lady  upstairs,  who  is
bringing  me  my  necessities  (don’t  titter).
Hopefully,  she  will  post  this,  since  I  am
email-deprived till the libraries reopen.

I’ve been drawn to listen to a play I
taped  from  Radio  4  in  2004,  based  on  A
Journey  Around My Room by Xavier  de
Maistre.  Confined to  his  room in 1790 for
duelling,  de  Maistre  invents  ‘room  travel’
and  proposes  to  conduct  his  reader/listener
on  an  indirect  zig-zagging  tour  of  his  36-
pace  circumference  room.  He  frequently
stops to rest in his armchair and, soon, uses
this for transport, lifting each front leg two
inches at a time and balancing from left  to
right. This is very tiring, so he usually retires
to  bed  before  reaching  his  destination  –
dining  table,  gallery,  bureau,  etc  –  the bed
being inside the room. After 22 days, he still
hasn’t  reached the bureau, but he comes in
sight of it on the 27th day. When he does get
there and looks at the books on top, he notes
that his copy of The Man in the Iron Mask
is unfinished.

Unlike  de  Maistre,  I  find  myself
strangely  attracted  to  works  reflecting  the
current situation, particularly DVDs of virus-
based movies, such as The Invasion (Nicole
Kidman, Daniel Craig) and The Andromeda
Strain.  I’ve  still  to  watch  the  biggie  –
Contagion –  recently  repeated  on  TV,
according  to  Radio  Times.  I’ll  keep  that
back  for  a  treat.  I  don’t  know  why  these
things  attract  me  just  now.  It’s  like  Blues
music,  which is depressing,  yet cheers you
up by a  kind of  empathy.  Then,  again,  the
folks in the movies have got it worse than us,
so we can count our blessings. (The carriers
in  Invasion pass  the  infection  by  holding
down their victims and spewing gunge onto
their  faces.  This  is  banned  here  under  the
Social Distancing laws.)

As  for  the  contents  of
T’Supplement (soon  to  be  renamed
T’Murphy),  Cardinal  Cox’s  Strange Aeons
is fiendishly cunning, because the only way
to  know what  he’s  on about  is  to  buy  the
publications.  I  somehow  doubt  I’d  know
even  then,  with  all  those  ‘program’s  and
things. They should bring back damsels tied
to railway lines. You knew where you were
with them. I enjoyed all Paul’s pieces and in
particular  the  Troy review,  which
encompassed so much in its mighty sweep. I
really  did  feel  I  should  be  there  (the
exhibition,  not  Troy),  but  what  with  self-
isolating and living in Glasgow…

In  the  meantime,  I  might  ask
Michelle upstairs to get that baboon costume
for  me.  “(But,  what  would  her  husband
think?)

Yours, confined to a microcosm,
Neil K. Henderson



Continued from page 2

Doctor Faustus contains concepts from
Reflections,  fictionalized  and  embodied
as characters.

The  whole  point  of  Mann's
appeals  to  readers  and  listeners  to  his
speeches  is  that  fascism will  not  work
out  for  Germans.  Reflections analyses
and  rejects  its  intrinsic  convictions  as
alien,  as  not  suited  to  the  modern,
normative  German  mentality  and
tradition  of  self-reliant  cogitation,
independence  of  thought,  and  post-
Reformation  Protestantism  that  even
apart from religiousness uses individual
intellect  to  build  argument  and  form
conclusions  from,  independent  of  the
external  authority  of  dogma.  Mann
explains  that  fascism  follows  an
intolerant  Roman  Catholic  school  of
normative  behaviour  –  the  pursuit  of
uniformity based on thought that follows
dogma promulgated by those in power.

Doctor  Faustus presents
argumentation  between  the  polar
opposites  of  individualism  and  of
authoritarianism.  One  position  is
embodied  by  Adrian  Leverkühn,  the
other  by  the  narrator,  Dr.  Serenus
Zeitblom. Using the contention between
them, Mann thoroughly rejects applying
fascism  to  the  socio-economic
challenges facing Germany as a result of
WWI  and  the  18th-19th  centuries'
demographic  shifts  of  multitudes  from
rural to industrializing settings in pursuit
of  a  better  life  (this  was happening all
over  Europe,  as  was  the  totalitarian
argument as solution). 

***
Where did the inclination to misinterpret
Doctor Faustus (1947) ever come from?
According  to  Dr.  Lee,  critiques  that
followed  upon  its  publication  were
tainted  by  the  hatred  that  fascists  had
labelled Reflections (1918) with.

Here's Dr. Lee's report of what
happened,  in  chapter  2  of  Overturning
Dr. Faustus: 

In  1919,  the  Bonn  Literary
Society, who had long been enthusiastic
followers of Mann's work, suggested to
a close friend of his at the University of
Bonn that he, Mann, receive an honorary
degree from the University as a result of
Reflections.  When it  became clear  that
the overwrought adulation of book and
author was based on the pro-fascist BLS'
misinterpretation of both, they castigated
him,  they  flailed  him  in  a  written
diatribe (Dr. Lee produces an excerpt of
the article, Google Translate does a very
decent job of translating it into English),
a  diatribe  so  threatening  –  amid  the
physical  violence  and  intolerance  that
befell  Munich,  with National  Socialists
at its heels – that Mann and his family

left Germany forever.
When  Doktor  Faustus came  out,

those  prejudices  transferred  to  the  novel.
Probably,  nobody  bothered  to  dig  for
objective facts. Mann was labelled a fascist;
the narrator – who actually is a fascist – was
misunderstood to be the novel's hero, and the
actual hero, whose story is told from the sly
and intolerant  viewpoint  of  the  narrator,  is
really  the  opponent  of  totalitarianism,  a
supporter  of  the  Protestant  traditions  of
freedom and  rights  for  the  individual.  You
can now see the discredited Thomas Mann in
the discredited Adrian Leverkühn.

So,  further  misinterpretations  of
Doctor Faustus are overturned by referring
to Reflections for background.

***
I  have  discussed  Introduction,  Background
and  Conclusion,  the  chapters  in  between,
section  two  called  Analysis,  being  about
parts of Doctor Faustus that I have only read
snippets of.    As I browse through Analysis,
I see that Dr. Lee is sharpening details about
the novel and that those details demonstrate
the exact  same arguments she puts forth in
Introduction,  Background  and  Conclusion.
They  clarify  additional  misinterpreted
details.
 

Two  days  ago,  I  read  one  short
chapter of  Reflections uncomfortably on my
laptop and so ordered the physical book from
Amazon. That one chapter confirms what Dr.
Lee  insists  upon:  Reflections provides
necessary  background  on  Doctor  Faustus.
Even her Analysis cannot replace it.  I tried
that, it doesn't work. Overturning Dr Faustus
focuses  only  on  correcting  widespread,
chronic  misinterpretation,  not  on  rewriting
the narrative.

***
Overturning Dr Faustus analyses a plenitude
of significant books and articles to prove its
assertions. It is a book of proofs, a model of
punctilious  analysis.  This  very  significant
manuscript  by Dr.  Lee formed her  doctoral
thesis,  who  received  her  Ph.D.  in  German
literature from the University of Toronto in
2005.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Review by Paul Murphy

Picasso And Paper at The
Royal Academy,

31st Of January 2020

There have been many Picasso exhibitions
in  London over  the  last  decade but  since
Picasso is the most important artist of the
last 100 years, another opportunity to view
his  image-making  genius  is  always
welcome.

The  exhibition  purports  to  be
about Picasso and paper, however many of

the works exhibited are either on canvas,
even  the  artist’s  bronzes  are  shown.
Picasso’s  biography,  sexual
relationships,  professional  career  and
political  involvement  often  distract  the
viewer away from the concentration on
materials,  the subject  of  the  exhibition.
However,  there  are  some  good
examples of the ways in which Picasso
used  materials  to  reinforce  a  new
experimental  mode or explain a further
stylistic evolution.  For instance, we are
shown paper cut outs of animals made
by  Picasso  at  the  age  of  nine.   It  is
amazing  that  they  have  survived  and
show  the  artist  using  a  creative
shorthand for a bird’s wing, a simple cut
through  the  bird’s  middle  and  eyes
rendered with a pin.  (The exhibition is
quite child friendly, incidentally, and there
are  separate  information  guides  for
children.)   We  also  learn  that  Picasso
was  adept  at  improvisation  and  often
used  unconventional  materials  like
newspapers, napkins and table clothes.
Picasso  was  always  looking  for
directness and simplicity as well  as the
overt  complexity  of  many of  his  works.
He  was  prepared  to  go  back  to  more
elementary  materials  like  colouring
pencils to achieve new innovations that
re-present vibrant  colours and stunning
outlines.

The  disappointment  at  the
heart of the exhibition is perhaps a mere
reproduction of Picasso’s 1907 work Les
Demoiselles  d’Avignon (The  Young
Ladies  of  Avignon).   The  work  is  on
permanent exhibition at the Museum of
Modern  Art  in  New  York.   An  epochal
work that acknowledges the influence of
El Greco’s Opening of the Fifth Seal but
also Cezanne and Gaugin, it scandalised
public  opinion  but  was  initially  rejected
by  the  artists  who  viewed  it,  including
Picasso’s  main  rival,  Henri  Matisse.   It
was only the artist George Braque who
was  initially  repelled  by  the  work  but
eventually joined forces with Picasso in
creating  the  cubist  movement.   The
painting  combines  Picasso’s  interest  in
African and ancient Iberian art as well as
allusions  to  more  modern  works.
Picasso  rejects  notions  of  realist  form
and  style  reducing  figures  to
combinations  of  geometrical  shapes.
We  glimpse  some  of  Picasso’s
preparatory  work  for  this  masterpiece
and  a  tasteless  reproduction  of  the
original. 

The painting evokes the ethnic
art  of  Africa  which  was  considered
‘primitive’ and beyond the bounds of the
conventions of western art,  a privileged
discourse.   The  shocking  fact  that  the
painting points to may be that ‘primitive’
art was just as sophisticated as western
art, that the boundaries between the two
are not so completely defined as we are
led to believe.
………………………………………………
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Sailing To Graceland
By Andrew Darlington

There’s  a  squirrel  on  the  Graceland
lawn. The squirrel doesn’t know it’s on
the Graceland lawn. The squirrel knows
nothing about the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll,
his  amazing  life  and stupid death.  The
squirrel  just  enjoys the shade  the trees
cast  across  the  lawn.  Graceland  is  a
pleasant  place  to  live.  It’s  easy  to  see
why  Elvis  valued  this  place.  Why  he
returned here  from the madness  of  the
world whenever he got the chance.

On the way here we talk about
Justin Bieber and Britney Spears.  They
went  into  overnight  fame  and  wealth,
and couldn’t deal with it. They lost the
plot. Elvis Presley came from dirt-poor
country-boy  to  become  more  globally
famous  and  vastly  wealthy  than  just
about  anyone  else.  He  bought
‘Graceland’  in  early  1957  and  it’s
reassuring evidence that,  despite career
blips  and  the  kind  of  excess  we’re  all
familiar  with,  he  never  quite  blew  it.
There’s  no  massive  1950s  tasteless
splurges  of  bling  or  monumental
ostentation.  Even  what  later  became
known  as  the  Jungle  Room  –  where
‘there’s a pretty little thing, waiting for
the  King,’  is  more  cool  and  elegant.
Graceland  is  the  kind  of  place  you’d
move into, if you had the budget.

When he bought  the place,  it
was pretty-much an empty shell. It was
decorated  and  redesigned  according  to
his  dictates.  Later,  no  doubt,  Priscilla
had a say in its décor too. Yet it reflects
his  taste.  Although  originally  in  a
wooded  area  outside  the  city,  the
Memphis  sprawl  has  extended  to
surround  it,  with  the  renamed  ‘Elvis
Presley  Boulevard’ lined  with  souvenir
shops  and  malls.  Shuttle  coaches  take
visitors  ‘poor  boys  and  pilgrims’ from
one  side  of  the  boulevard,  where  the
booking,  frisking  and  queuing  takes
place,  across  to  and  up  the  drive  to
Graceland itself. It feels hot and irritable
standing in line. There’s no opportunity
to  grab  a  photo  at  the  famous  music-
notes gates. Instead they will snap you in
front of mock-up gates, and sell you the
photo  in  a  presentation  folder  as  you
leave. They are not cheap. Nothing here
is cheap. But as you queue for the next
shuttle in the sullen Tennessee heat with
the  endless  Elvis  soundtrack  playing
from  speakers  around  you,  they  issue
you with iPads that will talk you through
each  room,  with  click-on  video-clips,
audio-grabs  and  fact-sidebars.  iPads
don’t come cheap either. 

Never  quite  understood  the
line in the Marc Cohn song about ‘do I
really feel the way I feel’, now I’m here,

now I’m Walking In Memphis myself, I know
exactly what he means.

Pop  isn’t  rational.  There’s  no
verifiable  reason  for  liking  or  not  liking.
Perhaps it’s just that, like sex, the first cut is
the  deepest?  Some  great  writer-producer
teams have attempted to reduce the formula
down to an equation. Some have created Hit
Machines  as  a  result.  But  there’s  always
going  to  be  that  inexplicable  quality  about
music  which  is  more  mystical  than  it  is
logical. There are immensely talented artists
you can respect, and yet not love. Neil Young
is a creative giant. The intensity of some of
his songs –  A Man Needs A Maid, can near
reduce me to tears. Yet listen to a full Neil
Young album, and the high whine starts to
grate before the wind-down groove. 

When  it  comes  to  creative
intelligence  Elvis  Presley  was  never  in  the
same  league.  But  he  has  the  voice.  Even
working  with  the  most  appallingly  inept
material, he could midas it into gold. At his
very  worst  –  and  I’m  thinking  the  1964
Kissin’ Cousins LP, the soundtrack album of
the  embarrassingly  inept  movie,  side  one
track  six,  “Tender  Feeling”  is  a  barrel-
scraping exercise in songwriting, tacking on
hasty  new  lyrics  to  the  old  “Shenandoah”
tune, yet the vocal interpretation salvages it
with some dignity, so it’s a delight to listen.
Was  Elvis  smart?  He  was  what  we’d  now
call  trailer-trash  sharp,  dirt-po’white,  he
couldn’t  articulate  what  he  did,  or  why  it
proved so seismic. His was animal-intuition.
He worked the song, until it felt ‘right’. 

There’s  a  TV-clip  of  Richard
Madeley  interviewing  Shakin’  Stevens.
When  he’s  asked  a  question  he  clearly
doesn’t  understand,  Shakin’  playfully
pounces  on  Madeley  and  gets  him  in  a
headlock. I suspect that in this sense, Shakin’
is a fairly accurate Elvis impersonator. When
Elvis does a press-conference, and is asked if
beneath the fame and celebrity he’s still the
same ole country boy, he simply stands up
and  indicates  his  massive  blingy  jewelled
belt, which says it all.

The first vinyl 45rpm record I ever
owned  was  Elvis’  The  Girl  Of  My  Best
Friend,  on  the  black  RCA label,  with  its
silver lettering. I’d just turned thirteen, and I
was entranced. Even when I hear that song
now  –  shuffled  unexpectedly  on  my  iPod
between  the  Ramones  and  Prodigy,  I  still
love it,  from the Jordanaires  opening ‘aah-
aah  aah-aah-aah’ into  the  honeyed-smooth
first line.  As a track (side one, track three)
on  his  first  post-Army  LP  Elvis  Is  Back
(April 1960) – what many consider to be his
greatest album, it wasn’t even intended to be
a single. In the USA it wasn’t. The American
follow-up to his  lubriciously suggestive hit
Stuck On You  was  It’s Now Or Never  c/w
A  Mess  Of  Blues,  but  when  copyright
complications due to its  O Solo Mio origins
held up the song’s UK release, there was a

commercial  vacuum  that  needs  filling.
Hence  A Mess  Of  Blues was  promoted
from ‘B’-side  status  while  The  Girl  Of
My Best Friend was lifted from the album
to  accompany  it.  Marketed  as  a
double-‘A’  (RCA  1194)  it  hit  no.2  in
September  1960  (beneath  the  Shadows
“Apache”)  –  appropriately  close  to  my
birthday. I’d heard it  on the BBC Light
Programme,  the  ‘bumper-bundle’  most-
requested  record  of  the  week  on  Brian
Matthew’s Saturday Club. 

So,  I  bought  it.  I  still  have it,
although I also have subsequent CD and
mp3 versions too. It was what critics of
the time termed a rocka-ballad, written by
Sam  Bobrick  and  Beverly  Ross,  first
recorded  in  1959  for  Warner  Bros  by
Charlie  Blackwell.  But  listen  to
Blackwell’s  original  vinyl,  and  it’s  an
awkward charmless thing. Then check out
the various Elvis outtakes on YouTube as
he  fumbles  through  different  takes,
moulding the contours of the simple song
into an irresistible Pop gem. How did he
work the alchemy? By intuition? Until it
sounds  somehow  right?  A  thing  of
instinct?

Elvis  sound-alike  Ral  Donner
took the song into the US charts, to no.19
as  an  Elvis  Is  Back cover.  Johnny
Burnette, and much later Bryan Ferry also
rework it. But at a concise 2:27-minutes,
Elvis’ assured  vocal  control  takes  it  up
several  notches.  It  consists  of  fairly
routine  love-triangle  subject-matter,
recycling ‘the way she walks’, with ‘the
way  she  talks’  –  a  rhyme  used  so
frequently in Pop it’s almost a joke. Elvis
gives  its  triteness  an  achingly  empathic
sincerity.  He’s  caught  up  in  a  romantic
dilemma,  ‘I want  to tell  her  how I love
her so’, but he’s wary that ‘what if she got
real mad and told him so?’, then he ‘could
never  face  either  one  again.’  So  he
watches  ‘the  way  they  kiss’ and  ‘their
happiness’, with a jealously-pained secret
that  can  never  speak  its  name.  Will  his
aching heart ever end? Even its title is a
little  grammatically  clunky,  cut-up  and
reshuffled  more  efficiently  by  Cars  into
“My Best Friend’s Girlfriend”. Whoever
said Pop was rational?

Many years later, reissued as an
‘A’-side in its own right, in a chart full of
Abba, Demis Roussos and Tina Charles,
it reached no.9 in October 1976. Odd to
think  it  might  also  have  been  the  first
vinyl  45rpm  purchase  for  fans  of  that
generation too.

RCA  Victor  Studio  B  in
Nashville is where Elvis recorded it. Roy
Orbison  and  the  Everly  Brothers  also
booked  studio  time  here,  despite  being
signed to other labels. While Gentleman
Jim  Reeves  did  most  of  his  recordings
here.  Floyd  Cramer’s  original  piano  is



there,  in  the  corner  of  the  studio.  The
one  he  played  on  Presley  sessions  for
Mess Of Blues and Elvis Is Back. Elvis
installed his own mood-lighting. It’s still
in place. He would use red lighting for
up-tempo  sessions.  Blue  lighting  for
slow ballads. But neither worked when
he was trying out for the first  takes of
Are  You  Lonesome  Tonight.  Until  he
decides to fade the lighting way down,
and record the song in intimate darkness.
Here, now, they fade the lights down to
darkness,  and  fade  the  track  in,  Elvis’
voice resonates spookily, here, where he
stood to record it. It’s impossible not feel
a chill  of frisson. This is  a moment of
extreme  dislocating  weirdness.  I’m not
afraid to admit it had me choking up.

We pass Chet Atkins Place on
the way here, but when I want to re-find
it for a photo I lose my way. There’s Roy
Acuff Place too in a tight ‘Music City’
block  off  the  long  Broadway  which
eventually  counts  down  to  the  music
bars and country stores sloping towards
the  Cumberland  Riverfront.  Studio  B
was  constructed  as  a  result  of  Chet’s
urging,  in  1957,  partly  to  facilitate  the
demands of Elvis’ burgeoning career. It
wasn’t called Studio B then, not until a
larger studio complex was built on 17th

Street,  which  became  Studio  A.  It’s
Studio B that remains legendary.

It  started  with  Elvis.  It  must
end with Elvis.

He  drove  golf-carts  across
these  Graceland  lawns  where  squirrels
now  enjoy  the  shade  of  the  trees.  He
rode horses around the paddocks outside
the back. And stroll around the side, by
the surprisingly modest swimming pool,
there’s  the  meditation  garden  where
Elvis  would  come  when  he  wanted
peace and quiet. So pause, deliberately,
take  it  all  in,  condense  this  moment
down  for  future  reference.  The
formation  of  Presley  graves  are  here.
Four  of  them.  Parents  Vernon  and
Gladys. Elvis himself. And grandmother
Minnie Mae Presley, who outlived them
all, and died in May 1980. There’s also a
plaque  for  Elvis’ stillborn  twin,  Jessie
Garon.

Standing  here  now,  about  as
close to Elvis Presley as I’m ever likely
to  get,  is  an  undeniably  disquieting
experience.  I  didn’t  expect  to  feel  this
way. I couldn’t quite anticipate how I’d
feel. But yes, he reaches out and touches
me…
………………………………………….

Garbaj Presents…
SuperTrump / A Wuhan Whodunnit

Both by DJ Tyrer
Free for a SAE in the UK (£1.40 overseas) or
download them free from the site.

First Contact
By Cardinal Cox

Who can forget the evocative writing of the
opening  of  the  Martian  cylinder  on  the
Surrey  common?  The  expectation,  the
anticipation,  until  the  metal  tentacle  rises
and unleashes the heat ray. As H. G. Wells
pointed out in his novel we should not judge
the actions of the Martians too harshly but
rather  consider  the  British  Empire’s
treatment of the Tasmanians.

No, Europeans don’t have a great
reputation when it  comes to first  contacts.
See  the  majestic  sailing  vessel  land  at
some isolated island; watch as the captain
offers sparkly trinkets to the natives (clearly
possessed  of  sophisticated  sailing  skills
themselves); witness members of the crew
despoil unwilling maidens; listen to firing of
musket and canons…

Beside tales of conflict and combat
science  fiction  stories  of  first  contact
consider  the  problems  of  communication.
Stanley  G.  Weinbaum’s  short  story  A
Martian  Odyssey (1934)  features  a
distinctly alien Martian encountered by the
first  explorers from Earth and the need to
find mutual frames of reference.

At  least  that  alien used sound,  in
Jack Vance’s The Gift of the Gab (1955) a
semaphore  system  of  communication  is
developed to try and discover if a squid-like
alien  is  intelligent.  In  James  Blish’s  novel
VOR (1958)  the  aliens  communicate
through  changing  colours  on  patches  of
skin,  something  we  now  think  cuttlefish
might do.

These  all  have  real-world
applications.  During  the  1960s  and 1970s
controversial  scientist  John  Cunningham
Lilly  attempted  to  communicate  with
dolphins. This helped to inspired Arthur C.
Clarke’s novel Dolphin Island (1963).

The non-fiction book  We Are Not
Alone (1964) by Walter Sullivan discussed
using  mathematical  symbols  to  try  and
communicate with aliens. Somewhere in my
memory  I  recall  an  article  that  suggested
drawing  a  massive  version  of  the
Pythagorean Triangle with Squares on the
Sahara  Desert  to  try  and  attract  the
attention of extraterrestrials that might pass
close enough to Earth to see the graffiti.

Both the Pioneer 10 and 11 probes
(launched  1972  and  1973)  had  plaques
mounted on them that tried to explain where
they  had  come  from.  The  subsequent
Voyager probes (1977) went one better with
each having a record mounted thereon.

Other  notable  explorations  of  first
contact and communication with non-human
intelligences  include  Stanislaw  Lem’s
Solaris (1961,  filmed  1972  and  2002)  in
which  scientists  in  orbit  around  a  planet
covered  by  an  ocean  are  subjected  to
hallucinations of dead companions, sent by
the ocean to try and contact them.

The Stanley  Kubrick  film  2001:  A
Space  Odyssey (1968)  has  an  alien
monolith  that  stimulated  the  evolution  of
humanity  and  then  an  astronaut’s

uncomprehending  encounter  with
another.

In  Close  Encounters  of  the
Third  Kind (1977)  the  aliens  implant
images in human minds and we respond
with music and light show (perhaps we
should send Jean Michel Jarre?).

In  the  film  Arrival (2016)
linguistics  is  the  core  of  a  plot  about
attempting to avert war between humans
and newly arrived aliens. 

Finally, let me remind you of the
only  phrase  you’ll  ever  need  to  know,
“Klaatu  Barada  Niktu”,  (Day the  Earth
Stood Still, 1951).
……………………………………………...
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The latest issue of one of genre poetry’s
major ’zines  continues to live up to the
high standards  set  for  it  with pieces  by
poets I’m largely unfamiliar with.

I wouldn’t really call  Collection
Day by  Anne  Carly  Abad  a  ‘fantastic’
poem in the genre sense, although it has
some borderline imagery, but it certainly
is  fantastic  as  an  opening  piece  and
definitely  not  rubbish,  no  matter  its
theme.

Spiral,  by  Gerri  Leen,  on  the
other hand is one that I would place in the
‘fantastic’ box,  although it  is  also  quite
borderline, so it’s all very much a matter
of opinion, although I am sure you will
agree with me that  poem of constructed
children taking flight above a dying earth
is another fantastic piece.

Unparadoxed is another fantastic
poem, a short but compelling piece from
Robert  Borski  that  hints  at  the  risks  of
time travel.

Concluding  the  issue  are  three
more of my favourites: The Fall of Paper
Gods,  by  Jennifer  Crow,  in  which  “We
drank  myths  deep,  guzzling  /  stories
where  we found freedom”,  a  wonderful
child’s  paradox  featuring  eight-year-old
Erwin Schrödinger,  The Velveteen Kitten
by  Rachel  Rodman,  which  manages  to
convey  a  fairytale  delight  in  a
surprisingly  short  piece,  and  Tokyo-
trampling  Gojira by  David  Rogers,  in
which disaster doesn’t need translations.

Although  they  didn’t  speak  to
me as strongly as these, none of the other
poems  are  dull  and  this  is  another
excellent issue. Highly recommended.
…………………………………………..
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